ABSTRACT — Five years ago, the system of practical teaching at our Department of Histology and Embryology in Olomouc underwent major innovation by using e-learning format in the delivery of high-quality histology virtual slides (VS) and subject-related supporting documents observed on a PC. We have developed our own system of application of virtual slides in a classroom equipped with PC technology. In this communication, we are evaluating the impact of this method on our pedagogic effort from a teacher’s and students’ points of view.

INTRODUCTION

Histology is one of the basic morphological courses at medical faculties. Observation of images is a crucial method for understanding how tissues, as well as organs, are organized and function. A traditional light microscopy and glass histology slides were essential study tools of practical histology in the past. In the last decade, advances in computer technologies allowed a “quiet revolution” in learning and teaching, as well as diagnostic assessment in morphological disciplines such as histology and pathology [1]. Implementation of virtual microscopy (VM) constitutes an effective tool in new approaches and efficient ways in innovative teaching sessions at morphological departments. Curriculum using the virtual microscopy has been developed at several universities and the application of virtual technology has expanding tendency in education systems throughout the world [2–13].

METHODS

The virtual microscopy system allows conversion of classical glass histology slides into digital images characterized by high resolution. Glass histology sections were scanned by means of the Olympus dotSlide system [14] to create thousands of overlapping images saved in a multi-resolution file format (vsi).

Files of VS can be quite large (up to gigabytes). Nevertheless, VS are easy to open and quick to reload when changing the field of observation or magnification. The delay in loading and magnifying virtual slides on the client PC is negligible and multiple supporting files open quickly and can be used continually during the study. The resulting images can be colour-, contrast-, and brightness-corrected to further improve the quality of faded stains in sections.

The scanning of glass slides was done with a standard 40× objective lens. Using Olyvia viewer (Olympus) the images can be viewed on local PC or in the web browser as a single image map with variable magnifications [15].

Our classroom dedicated to histology practical sessions is equipped with 1 server PC (teacher) and 30 students’ PCs (clients) (Figure 1). This system is locally networked with limited, password protected connection to the faculty intranet. The server is a standard Microtower PC (Processor Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E8400, 3.00 GHz, 2×2 GB RAM, L2 6 MB cache) running on MS Server 2003 Standard Edition. The student’s PC (client) is an ultra-slim unit (Processor Intel® DualCore™ E6500, 2.90 GHz, 2×2 GB RAM) running on windows...
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The core of our virtual slide learning system is our own Database of Histology Practical designated in MS Excel format. Our database is available in two language versions, Czech and English. VS are arranged into 24 sessions that systematically follow the syllabus of histology topics focused on general and special histology. The student’s PC have Administrator, Lector, Student and Exam accounts set up. Students can assess only the last two accounts without any login password. The last two accounts have limited users’ rights preventing any modification or delete any of the study documents. Further technical data on the setup of our practical room network are available in Krajčí et al. 2011 [16].

For electronic testing of student’s practical knowledge, we have prepared quizzes using Articulate Quizmaker 13 software [17] which is simple and easy to use by teachers having no programming skills. This software has a selective option to shuffle sequences of questions and also to shuffle all distracters in the quiz randomly on monitors of student’s PCs so that only one version of the quiz is enough to prepare for one practical class. The time limit for display of each question and a total time allowed for a complete test were also settable.

“Histology and Embryology” is a theoretical subject taught in two semesters in both General Medicine and Dentistry programmes. During long-term application (years 2010–2014) of our new digital format of practical teaching histology we have questioned students from both General Medicine (794 respondents) and Dentistry (405 respondents) study programmes to evaluate the impact of this new didactic format as seen from students’ points of view. We have also evaluated teacher’s attitude to this innovative teaching process.

RESULTS

After logging into a welcome desktop screen, students are hyperlinked into the content page of the histology practical database. In each session, a set of virtual slides is completed with information on slide properties, keywords, file size, and also overview images of virtual slides. Additional supporting documents in .pdf and .ppsx formats are also available for each of the histology topics.

When we introduced our own e-learning system based on virtual slides (in 2010), we asked second-year students of General Medicine and Dentistry, who passed this new model of practical histology for the first time, to evaluate the digital format of practical sessions by means of anonymous questionnaires (the setup of the questionnaire and results are discussed in [18]). The majority of students in both specializations evaluated the use of virtual slides positively and appreciated the benefits of the new digital form of practical histology sessions (the study of histology structures in VS, the work with supplementary documents).
Preliminary results of the evaluation are available in Pospisilova et al. [19]. The positive trend in acceptance of VM by students was evident also in following year evaluations. Based on students’ responses, our digital-learning format brought several benefits to our teaching practice. During last five years majority of students (90%) in General Medicine and in Dentistry study programs (Figure 2) readily accepted the use of computers for observation of VS. The young population of students represents a computer-trained generation that is in compliance with new modern PC technologies.

The increasingly positive tendency was also found in the students’ use of supporting documents attached to the e-learning system (from 50% to more than 60% during the years 2012–2014, Figure 3). More than half of students claimed that they benefited from using the supporting documents (slide guides, .ppt presentations, and electron microscopy images) during each practical session and almost all students (96%) download these didactic materials to their external media for later self-revisions (Figure 4). The new digital format using virtual slides and supporting materials was well accepted by teachers as well. Teachers benefited from a uniform high quality of presented virtual slides and also from more flexible personal communication with students in the class when individual guidance and explanation were needed at the student’s monitor. This feature improves communication between students and teachers and improves their mutual understanding.

Students from both study programmes, General Medicine (GM) (Figure 5A) and Dentistry (D) (Figure 5B) also admitted that they benefited from the in-course electronic testing that motivated students to more systematic individual study. They unequivocally preferred electronic forms of examinations over oral ones.

There were also some drawbacks recognized during the hours of histology practicals, like a tendency of some students to passively follow the demonstration of digital slides. This should be minimized by the proper interactive engagement of students in the practical histology session. Using the screen printing function of the Olyvia viewer, students create their own presentations. They are able to screen-copy to a clipboard selected areas of virtual slides and paste them directly into their own-created .pptx presentation that are useful for later revisions.

Simultaneously, students watch projected virtual slides by means of the overhead projector on a wide screen accompanied by a teacher’s explanation. (Figure 1).

Access to virtual slides at any time, not only during scheduled practical sessions, is provided through the external login (intranet, internet, multiple browsers) to the database of virtual slides (Olympus, NIS-SQL) which correspond to those in practical sessions (Figure 6) [20]. The open-access database contains short annotations of typical histology structures that are essential for identification of slides. Unlimited access to the database allows students to revise histology structures themselves.

In traditionally-oriented histology teacher’s opinion, the drawback of virtual microscopy could be the limited experience with practical handling of light
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Microscopes in practical sessions. From our point of view, the inclusion of classical histology observing methods using light microscopes depends on the organization of teaching lessons. We do not underestimate the importance of classical microscopy in the didactic procedure. Our students also have the possibility to use light microscopes during or at the end of their regular histology sessions. Classical binocular light microscopes are available for each student in the class to revise and compare both image qualities of histology structures.

In order to follow up the student’s performance in other preclinical subjects and to receive their comparative evaluation of the digital learning method, we questioned students of 3rd year of the General Medicine Programme (136 respondents) who already had passed the Histology course with PC-based practices and at that time were currently attending histopathology practical sessions conducted in the classical format of a glass slide presentation. Although 46% of responding students experienced some discomfort when they switched to a fully manual examination of glass slides in pathology, most of them (90%) still preferred observing the virtual slides on PC monitors over the observation of glass slides. In the same attending group, 51% of students preferred virtual microscopy, 45% supported a mixed observation of virtual and glass slides, and only 4% of respondents preferred the conventional microscope observation method (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION

Digital-learning format enabled us to introduce new models of practical teaching histology. At the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry in Olomouc, the new digital format using virtual slides and supporting study materials represents a fundamental innovation in didactic principles of classical morphology sciences. From our point of view, the main preconditions that enabled the switch from classical light microscopes to virtual microscopy include a technical and software support, extensive collection of classical glass slides, “PC help care” performed by IT specialists available during practical sessions and enthusiasm of teachers who are open to new didactic strategies.

Recent findings based on the long-term evaluation of computer-assisted teaching histology follow and extend our previous already published data presented in MEFANET reports 04 a 05 [16,21].

According to the long-term experience, our system runs faultlessly and it is easy to be used by students and teaching staff.

Students considered virtual microscopy system comfortable and more efficient tool for study. Students also appreciated the better resolution and better image quality of virtual slides compared with conventional microscopes. This is the main statement highlighted also in other studies dealing with the application of VM [3,7,8,10,12,22,23]. The uniform set of virtual slides of the same quality was used for all students and they benefited from high-quality scans of histology slides available equally to all students in the class. They allowed them to study and discuss various details of cellular and tissue arrangements clearly at various magnifications.

When using the virtual slides, the classical glass slides no longer need to be stored in hundreds of sections, and also some rare samples or slides prepared with special staining and expensive methods can now be safely presented to students. Digital slides prevent loss or breakage of this valuable teaching material.

Student’s self-created .pptx presentations with details of already observed VS and text legends fully substituted the hand-drawn and written notes used in earlier years during practical sessions. The active participation in creation of own presentations increases...
student’s interest and attention during sessions and, on the other hand, this didactic method provides a good tool for teachers for their concurrent control of a student’s activity in large groups.

Despite the engagement of teachers during practical sessions, implementation of E-learning format based on digital technology requires supplementary documentation such as precise description and annotations of VS that is essential for later self-study and revision. Students greatly appreciate the unlimited access to the online NIS-SQL database of annotated virtual slides [20], which correspond to those in practical sessions, at any time and place with external login (intranet, internet, multiple browsers). The external practice with VS allows students to study slides that have otherwise been restricted to the classroom equipped with conventional optical tools and sets of glass slides. These findings are also supported by the study of Tian Y at all [10].

The new teaching format also fulfils students’ expectations to use innovative technologies (PC, laptops, and tablets) during their study. The previously mentioned benefits are also reported in other studies concerning virtual teaching programmes [1,22]. E-learning format, delivering virtual slides is an efficient didactic tool which supports active student’s approach and their engagement in group activities on virtual slides. The observation with Olyvia viewer is highly interactive and user-friendly, making the orientation in the VS at various magnifications easy. It enables students to quickly follow teacher’s demonstration of the same slide simultaneously projected on the central projection screen and to better concentrate on the comments given by the teacher. This is a highly beneficial feature of this system that helps to manage ever-increasing numbers of students at our faculty. The number of students attending the 1st year of the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry at the University in Olomouc is more than three hundred in General Medicine programme and about one hundred in Dentistry study programme. The current trend at all universities is to organize histology sessions in large practical labs of 50 and more students at once [1,10].

PC-networked classroom also provides an easy environment for computerized testing of student’s practical knowledge. Our digital learning system seems to be an efficient tool for computer-based assessment of student’s practical knowledge of histology structures displayed on monitors. Students found the use of the electronic testing easy and friendly. Sequences of questions, as well as all distracters, were shuffled in the quiz randomly on monitors of student’s PCs. Despite the fact that all students answered the same set of questions; lateral communication between students was limited to the minimum. The results were automatically evaluated and displayed at the end of the test. The properties of the electronic application of tests considerably contributed to the objective and quick evaluation of student’s practical knowledge. In view of the fact that teacher’s PC serves as a server, it is very important to secure the access to teacher’s PC as well as students’ PCs and prevent them from hacking and illegal downloading data when the teacher’s PC is logged on.

The e-learning format of delivering virtual slides brings the substantial changes in the methodology of teaching morphological subjects like histology to students of medicine.

Because of the use of modern technology, this system attracts the attention of students and makes this subject more interesting to study. It stimulates the engagement of students during practical sessions and their independent work. Muñoz and López [11] highlighted another prospective benefit of VM in believing that students may play a central role in the interactive, group-based histology practical, whereas teachers may serve as guides on students’ learning sessions. Most of the discussed drawbacks of the VM can be prevented by a proper organization of practical sessions.
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